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Free convection oscillatory flow along an Infinite vertical plate 
with constant suction 
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SimHarity solution using spiral group transformations has been obtllined. For constanti 
suctlon at the walt, the velocity and temperature of the wall hl\ve been found to vary 
according to exp(pt), p being ccrtllin constant. The equations of motion and energy \ 
have been l1nclltJzed and solved. For small frequency of osdll:llion, the skin friction 
16 found to be constant after Borne lime. The rate of heat trnn!!lfcr from the plate to the \ 
fluid haa a phase lead over the Burface temperature fluctuations for small and large \ 
frequency of oBcillations. 
BASIC EQUATIONS 
Taking x axis vertically along the plate and y axis perpendicular 
to it, the basic equations which describe the unsteady free convection flow 
of a viscous incompressible fluid of density p past an infinite flat plate 
are 
ov = 0 
oil 
au + v au = ufJ (T _ if",) + a'u ~ h .~ 
ov 1 ap 
01 = -i iJy 
aT + iJ a~ = k a'1' 
at ay oy' 
.. (1.1) 
" (\,2) 
... (1.3) 
.. (1.4) 
where n, iJ are the velocity components, 'f is the temperature, g the 
acceleration due to gravity, fJ is the coefficient of volume expansion, k is 
the thermal drlfusivity, p is the pressure, 'f., is the equUibrium tempera-
ture. 
We introduce dimensionless quantities 
- -, ilL vL y = ylL, t = vtlL , u =~_, v = -
" v 
••. (1.5) 
T = gfJL·(ij - T.,)lv', p = pL'lpv' 
where L is the characteristic length. Thus we have from above equations 
~= 0 ... (1.6) 
iJy 
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G~+v~= T + -~-
at By By' 
GO _ ap 
~- -e; 
oJ'. + v ~ =! a'1' 
at ay • ay' 
where • Is the Prandtl number. 
The boundary conditions are 
y = 0, U = 0, v = ",! (t), T = 1 + _ cos wI ,_«I } 
Y = "", U = 0, T = 0 
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... (1.7) 
... (1.8) 
... (1.9) 
~ (1.10) 
To get the similar solutions of the equations (1.7) and (1.9), We introduce 
t = I + ~lb, U = i,b u,v=e",b D, y = i"' ii. T = e~!b if ... (1.1\) 
into above equations, where ~b p" Pa, P., P. and b are certain constants. 
Thus we have following relations between the constants 
p, = p. + p. - P. = p. = p, - 2p. } ... (1.12) 
p. = p, + p. - p. = P. - 2P, 
which give 
p, = p" p, = p. = 0 
Substituting from equations (1.13) into (1.11), we see that 
" u 
-- = --= 
v = .0 (constant) 
Y=Y 
T T 
ePI = .pi 
where 11 = P,/P, '" constant. 
And the absolute invariants ate 
,,= F(y)e" 
T = e(y)e'" 
v = - .0 (fot suction) 
for similarity soh.\tion~ 
} 
... (1.13) 
... (1.14) 
... (1.1S) 
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METHOD OF SOLUTION 
In solving equations (1.7) and (1.9) for constant suction at the wall, 
we replace the fitst boundary condition for T as 
T = 1 + • fl.' 
... 2.1 
and replace v, v and T by 
u = Us + fUle'Il' } .. (2.2l v = - v, (constant) T = T, + .T,el• , 
in above equations equations where u, , T, the steady mean flow satisfy \ 
-.0 ~ = T, + d~1!') dy dy' 
-°0 !!.~=l d~_ dy (1 dy' 
with boundary conditions 
y = ° : u, = 0, T, = 1 } 
11 = ex: ! u. = 0, T, = ° 
... (2.3) 
and equating the coefficient of fe'·', we find that ", and P, satisfy 
. du, T +d'u, ) IWU1 - VOdy = 1 dY'J 
iwT, _ v,d.!,=! d'~', 
dy CT dy' 
With the boundary conditions 
y = ° : U, = 0, T, = 1 } 
y = ex: ! U, = 0, T, = ° 
Solving above equations we have 
and 
1 
u, = 1io'(~ _ CT') [exp ( - CTOoY) - exp ( - ·oYU 
PI = e- rlOoJ 
T, = e- hl 
1 
", = h' _ .oh--- iw [exp (- 8y) - exp (- 1111)] 
... (2.5) 
.. (2.6) 
., (2.7) 
... (2.B) 
.. (2.9) 
... (2.10) 
.. ,(2.11) 
. (2.12) 
\ 
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DISCUSSIONS 
(i) When frequency,s .malt 
Expanding for hand S, in pOwers of w, we find that 
... (3.1) 
. , 
8 :::: "0 + .'" + ~. + O(w') 
tlo Vo .. (3.2) 
Thus, we get for ltl and TI 
., = VU'lU~ _ U){ (,,-"Y - e -'00 ) + ~[y ( B _.,ay _ e -.'V) 
+ J(a:: V,)( e -",a, _ e' OW) ] + ~'[ ('-"0 V - '-",v'), 
vol(a! - 0') 1102 vo2a'! 
- e 
-V,V ) 
y' ( -110' Y -I'OV ) ] } +-2 B -e .. (3.3) 
-00' Y { iw'l/ w' ( V y' ) } TI = C 1 - -.- - -, - + Z- t .. · to VII 1)0(1 .. (3.4) 
From above expressions (3.3) and (3.4) we see that the solutions for ., 
and T, as given by the equations (2.7) and (Z.8) are obtained by putting 
OJ= O. 
The,velocity field in the boundary layer is given by 
1 r -"ov -!lOY] •• '·'[e-S'-e-") 
u(y, t) = .~'(a '::--;;OJ e - e . + h' _ 'uk _ it» .'ll ... (3.5) 
The skin friction TO is given by 
~, = I' (ij)y = 0 
=~[l--I~~.e;.' ] .. (3.6) L' <TVo h' - hvo - '0) 
Thus the non-dimensional form of TO defined by ~. 0 is given by 
, .. (3,7) 
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. h - S 
where B = n, + • Bi= 10' _ vok _ i", 
and " = tan-' !1, B, 
For smail value of 01, we see that 
h - S {I w' [ 4(a - vol' ]} 
It' - "oIL - iw = ,;;;;.-a'v~' 1 + a(a - 1)'.0' 
+ i {_ ~(a-=~) _} 
vo'o'(a - 1) 
Thus for a>Vo, we see that 
and for 
T'O=' ~+ E I B I cos(wt - ~) 
m'o 
wt - " = ,,(n + i), n = 0, 1, 2, 
the skin·friction becomes independent of time. 
Hence after time t, given by 
l[" + ,,(n + m 
01 
.. ·(3.8) 
I 
... (3.9\ 
\ 
... (3.10) 
.. (3.11) 
the skin friction is independent of time and remains a constant quantity. 
The rate of heat transfer from the wall to the fluid is 
k ( dT) h' ( /0 i.,) 9 = -' -- _ = Lill avo + •• dy y=. O~ 
Defining non-dimensional quantity g' by 
g' = qL'yP/k.', 
we have g' = 0"0 + eei·'(h, +;/0,) 
where 
h = h, + ih; = ( VoO + .~. ) +i ( ~ ) 
"0 a fJo 
for small frequency of oscillations. 
Thus 
q' = 0"0 + E I h I cos ("'! + Pl 
where P = tan-' ~ 
k, 
... (3.12) 
... (3.13) 
_(3.14) 
and the rate of heat tnnsfer from the plate to the fluid has a phase 
lead over the surface temperature fluctuations. This phase lead, ~ in' 
creases as 01 decreases for given "0 and o. 
(ii) When 01 is large 
In this ~~se We may writ~ 
An mfinite vertical plate wilh COnBlant sudion 
,,:=v-r.;-- } 
,~ viiii' 
and thus 
r __ I 
"1 = . (I _ a 1)_-V- ;OJ I e-Y~;;; - e-!lV ... ,. \ 
.... --- -Vo --
" a L .J 
7,' = ..! - + E I A I cos (OJ!+ r) 
aIIo 
where A - A, +. AI =:-/~_y'..i~_} 
"V iOJ (1- a) - •• V~-
,= tan-I ~ 
At 
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... 3.15 
... 3.16 
. 3.17 
... 3.18 
•• 3.19 
We find that y is a positive quantity and thus T' 0 decreases B6 l' 
increases. Similarly, we see that 
_ ..3'20 
where 
Thus 8 = "/", III = V;;'a 
In this case the rate of heat transfer from tht plate to the tluld has a 
phase lead over the surface temperature fluctuations by an angle f 
CONCLUSION 
For small frequency of oscillations, the skin friction lags behind by a 
certain angle while for large frequency of oscillations, It leads by the same 
angle over the wall temperature. For large value of OJ, we see that the 
rate of heat transfer from the wall to the fluid leads by an angle 45'. 
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